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About This Game

Do you like mediocre jokes and reading? Then this text adventure is for you! Impossible Quest is a story of a very disturbed
man. He can't live a day without getting into some trouble. Your job is to help him and keep him alive.
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Cheap but still a disappointment.

Not a game per se as you click at one of three choices and see what the program answers. The humour was not really good. And
it gets old quite quickly.
. It is a text game with 3 short stories. You have each time several choices and it is you to choose the adventure that you want to
live to.

Of course, it is better to know English to play this game and it is important to be comfortable with text games.
. Impossible Quest is one of the best things I've purchased at random on a Steam Sale. This game's humor is impecable and as
someone who spent days on end reading 'choose your own adventure' books as a kid, it not only captures that feeling, but
enhances the experience.

In other words... This is the happiest I've been while repeatedly dying in a game.

10/10 would kick Gandalf in the nuts again.. Would recommend if free.
Also, you must like this kind of humor.

Kind of funny to discover with someone else I must say.. A funny text Adventure Game. You can choose your own path and
find all the different endings.

Pro:

- Over 100 Endings
- 4 different Quests
- 1 Bonus page of hard-to-find-out Endings
- Funny Minigames
- Nice Storie
- Good Music

Contra:

- Some Endings are hard to find out (Could be a pro as well)
- Secret Endings are only for people who wants a real challenge (to hard for normal players)
- Fear :P

Recommended to play in Fullscreen!
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it has referances. This is a fun little choice-based game with each adventure not lasting more than a minute or so. Really good to
kill a few minutes in between game queues or on relaxed days. It can get a bit repetative if you play for too long though. Still
highly recommended!. a waste of time and money. the storylines were uninteresting (if you could even call them storylines)
there felt to be no point to the whole game and having to start over again every time made the whole thing seem more like a
chore than anything else. definitely do not recommend.. I don't know what I expected but it wasn't playing the game while in a
voice chat with friends trying to explain why I'm laughing so hard.

I also was not expecting to basically read out lines the whole time becuase something rediculous happened and they had to know.

I have never had friends play a game without having to spend days begging\/bribing them to play (or buying them the game).
After 5 minutes of reading lines they just bought themselves each a copy so they could play and see why I was laughing so hard.

And then they knew.. That moment when you accidentaly delete your save file while having the game set in Russian because
you where trying to get the 3rd Shadow Ending. Seriously, who ever thought it was a good idea to put the 'reset game' button
right above the 'language' button? And how was I supposed to know it would delete my save file? I don't speak
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Russian.

Don't get wrong the game has some witty jokes and references here and there, but it also has a lot grammatical errors and
misspellings. And yes, game devs, we can see through your \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wannabe
American writing that the game script was written by a Russian. And the subtle Putin jokes weren't even that bad, but making
references to Chuck Norris and Saw? They are memes that have been dead for years. Could you really not think of some more
iconic references for this generation?

The game also has a pretty small gameplay to fun ratio. It's gonna be fun for the first 1-2 hours but it's going to get really dull
when you're just gonna be going through the options trying to figure out how to get a specific ending, which is especially
difficult since a lot of the choices are just filler and they don't really matter. You're porbably gonna have to resort to using a
walkthrough (thank god there is one), and the gameplay will just turn into a small grind for endings.

It's very much like the Impossible Quiz except there are multiple endings and the references aren't so clever.

Don't recommend buying it unless it's a sale, the game's just not worth for what it is and the humour is mediocre at best..
Impossible \u207d\u1d57\u1d52 \u02e2\u1da6\u1d57 \u1d57\u02b0\u02b3\u1d52\u1d58\u1d4d\u02b0\u207e Quest
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